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EYE MOVEMENTS DURING READING: 
AN UPDATED BIBLIOGRAPHY (1966- )* 
Gloria T. Mann 
READING COORDINATOR, MONTVALE, NEW JERS.EY, PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
The recording of eye movements during reading is a technique 
which has been employed to investigate certain aspects of the reading 
process. This has been accomplished using optical, photo-electric, and 
electroculographic instruments among which are the E.D.L. Reading 
Eye Camera, the American Optical Company Ophthalm-O-Graph, 
and the Purdue University Electroculograph. A monograph pertaining 
to this particular area of research was published by Taylor ( 4) in 1966. 
This bibliography contains references both directly and indirectly 
related to the quantitative recording of eye movements during the 
reading of English and certain foreign languages and has been com-
piled as an aid to those individuals interested in this field. It lists 
works which either were not cited by Taylor or were published since 
the appearance of his monograph. 
These works have been divided into three categories: a) Books 
and Monographs, b) Journal Articles, Bulletins, and Reports, and 
c) Theses and Dissertations. 
a) Books and Monographs 
1. Adler, Francis H. Physiology of the Eye. Saint Louis: The C. V. 
Mosby Company, 1965, pp. 510-513. 
2. Anderson, Irving H. and Walter F. Dearborn. The Psychology 
of Teaching Reading. New York: The Ronald Press Company, 
1952, pp. 111-137. 
3. Alpern, Mathew, "Movements of the Eyes." In Hugh Davson 
(Ed.), The Eye. New York: Academic Press, 1962, pp. 86-151. 
4. Taylor, Earl A. The Fundamental Reading Skill as Related to 
Eye Movement Photography and Visual Anomalies. Springfield, 
Illinois: Thomas, 1966. 
5. Gray, William S. The Teaching of Reading and Writing, An 
International Survey. Monographs on Fundamental Education, 
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X, Chicago: UNESCO-Scott, Foresman and Company, 1956, 
pp.43-60. 
6. Solan, Harold O. (Ed.) Psychology of Reading Difficulties. New 
York: (Selected Academic Readings) Associated Educational Ser-
vices Corporation, 1968. 
7. Schackel, Brian. "Eye Movement Recording by Electro-oculo-
graphy." In Peter H. Venables and Irene Martin (Eds.) Manual 
of Psycho-physiological Methods. New York: American Elsevier 
Publishing Co., 1967, pp. 299-334. 
8. Yarbus, Alfred L. Eye Movement and Vision. New York: Plenum, 
1967. 
b) Journal Articles, Bulletins, and Reports 
9. Ahrendt, Kenneth M. and Donald S. Mosedale. "Eye Movement 
Photography and the Reading Process." Journal of the Reading 
Specialist~ (March, 1971), 10, 149-157. 
10. Allen, Merrill J. "A Simple Photographic Method for Con-
tinuously Recording Vertical and Horizontal Eye Movements." 
American Journal of Optometry and the Archives of the Amer ... 
ican Academy of Optometry~ (January, 1955), 32, 88-93. 
11. Barlow, John S. "Brain Information Processing During Reading." 
Diseases of the Nervous System, (October, 1971), 32, 668-672. 
12. Brickner, C. Ann. "The Analysis of Eye-movement Recordings 
from Samples of Underachieving Secondary and Primary Stu-
dents." A.V. Communication Review, (Winter, 1970), 18, 414-
424. 
13. Coleman, Arnold L. "The Photonystagmogram: A Simple Meth-
od of Recording Eye Movements." American Journal of the 
Medical Sciences, (May, 1965),249,534-536. 
14. Dizney, Harry, Rankin, Richard, and James Johnston. "Eye-
movement Fixations in Reading as Related to Anxiety in College 
Females." Perceptual and Motor Skill~, (June, 1969), 28, 851-
854. 
15. Duckman, Robert H. "Eye Position Sense Based on Efference." 
Journal of the American Optometric Association, (September, 
1971),42, 942-947. 
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16. Evans, Richard M. "Eye Movement Photography as a Criterion 
for Measuring Differences Between Students in i.t.a. and T.O. 
Reading Instructional Programs." Illinois School Research, (MaY' 
1968), 43, 52-55. 
17. Feinstein, Robert and William J. Williams. "Interactions of the 
Horizontal and Vertical Human Oculomotor Systems: The Sac-
cadic Systems." Vision Research, (January, 1972), 12, 33-44. 
18. Freidman, Nathan. "Visual Fixation Training. III-Neurology 
of Eye Movements." The Optical Journal and Review of op-
tometrj.', (April, 1972), 109, 31-34. 
19. Gaarder, Kenneth. "A Theoretical and Experimental Examina-
tion of Auditory-Visual Interaction." Perceptual and Motor 
Skills, (August, 1969), 29, 23-33. 
20. Geyer, John J. "Perceptual Systems in Reading: The Prediction 
of a Temporal Eye and Voice Span." In J. Allen Figurel (Ed.), 
Perception and Reading. Conference Proceedings of the Interna-
tional Reading Association, 1968, 12, (Part 4), 44-53. 
21. Geyer, John J. "A New Eye Movement Measure of Reading 
Efficiency." In George B. Schick and Merrill M. May (Eds.), 
Reading: Process and Pedagogy. Yearbook of the National Read-
ing Conference, Volume I, 1970, 19, 168-171. 
22. Gilbert, Luther C. "Genetic Study of Eye-Movements in Read-
ing." Elementary School Journal, (March, 1959), 59, 328-335. 
23. Gruber, Ellis. "Reading Ability, Binocular Coordination, and 
the Opthalm-ograph." Archives of Ophthalmology, (March, 
1962), 67, 280-288. 
24. Grunin, Robert and David 1. Mostofsky. "Eye Movement: A Bib-
liographic Survey." Perceptual and Motor Skills, (April, 1968), 
26, 623-639. 
25. Hill, Walter R. "Applying Research Findings in Rate of Reading 
to Classroom Practice (secondary)." In J. Allen Figurel (Ed.), 
Forging Ahead in Reading. Conference Proceedings of the Inter-
national Reading Association, 1968, 12 (Part I), 620-626. 
26. Hunsdahl, Jorgen B. "A New Simple Method of Recording Eye 
Movements." Perceptual and Motor Skills, (June, 1967), 24, 804. 
27. Jasper, Herbert H. and Robert Y. Walker. "The Iowa Eye-Move-
ment Camera." Science, (September 18, 1931), 74, 291-294. 
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28. Kirshner, Abraham J. "Dynamic Acuity. A Quantitative Measure 
of Eye Movements." Journal of the American Optometric As-
sociation (June, 1967), 28, 460-462. 
29. McLaughlin, G. Harry. "Reading at Impossible Speeds." Journal 
of Reading~ (March, 1969), 12, 449-454, 502-510. 
30. Mann, Gloria T. "Eye Movements of Children in Reading Eng-
lish and Hebrew." Journal of Experimental Education~ (Summer, 
1968), 36, 60-68. 
3L. Nodine, Calvin F. and James D. Evans. "Eye Movements of 
Pre-readers to Pseudowords Containing Letters of High and Low 
Confusability." Perception and Psychophysics (July, 1969), 6, 39-
41. 
32. Norton, David and Lawrence Stark. "Eye Movements and Visual 
Perception." Scientific American~ (June, 1971), 224, 34-43. 
33. Oska, Ryoji. "The Ophthalmograph and Oculo-optical Switch." 
Psychologia: An International Journal of Psychology in the 
Orient~ (September, 1966), 9, 125-130. 
34. Peterson, Raymond P. "Patterns of Eye Movements in Rapid 
Symbol Identification and their Relation to Reading Achieve-
ment." Perceptual and Motor Skills~ (February, 1969), 28, 307-
310. 
35. Rutherford, William. "Vision and Perception in the Reading 
Process." In J. Allen Figurel (Ed.), Vistas in Reading. Conference 
Proceedings of the International Reading Association, 1967, 11 
(Part I), 503-507. 
36. Schmidt, Bernard. "Changing Patterns of Eye Movement." 
Journal of Reading~ (May, 1966), 9, 379-385. 
37. "Changing Patterns of Eye Movement Among 
Students in Reading Classes and Composition-Literature Classes." 
In George B. Schick and Merrill M. May (Eds.), The Psychology' 
of Reading Behavior. Yearbook of the National Reading Con-
ference, 1969, 18, 38-41. 
38. Scott, Douglas M. "An Annotated Bibliography of Research on 
Eye Movements Published During the Period 1932-1961." Defense 
Research l\1edical Laboratories Report No. 246-11, Toronto, 
April, 1962. 
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39. "Supplement I to An Annotated Bibliography 
of Research on Eye Movements Published During the Period 
1932-1961." Defense Research Medical Laboratories Report No. 
246-11, Toronto, September, 1963. 
40. Taylor, Stanford E. "The Relationship of the Oculo-motor 
Efficiency of the Beginning Reader to Success in Learning to 
Read.'" In J. Allen Figurel (Ed.), Reading and Inquiry. Con-
ference Proceedings of the International Reading Association, 
1965, 10, 358-361. 
41. Thor, Donald H., Winters, John]., and David L. Hoats. "Vertical 
Eye Movement and Space Perception: A Developmental Study." 
Journal of Experimental Psychology~ (October, 1969), 82, 163-
167. 
42. Tillson, Merl W. "Changes in Eye-movement Patterns." Journal 
of Higher Education~ (November, 1955), 27, 442-445, 458. 
43. Tinker, Miles A. "The Uses and Limitations of Eye-movement 
Studies in Reading." In George B. Schick and Merrill M. May 
(Eels.) The Psychology of Reading Behavior. Yearbook of the 
National Reading Conference, 1969, 18, 4-8. 
44. Waldstreicher, Joel. "Eye-movement Photography-An Effective 
Diagnostic Aid." The Optical Journal and Review of Optometry~ 
(December, 1966), 103, 23-27. 
45. Westheimer, Gerald. "Mechanism of Saccadic Eye Movements." 
A. M. A. Archives of Ophthalmology~ (November, 1954), 52, 
710-724. 
46. Worcester, Jane. "The Statistical Method." New England Journal 
of Medicine~ (January 6, 1966), 274, 27-36. 
c) Theses and Dissertations 
47. Beyer, Donald A. "A Comparative Study of the Reading Per-
formance of Third Grade Children Measured by the Reading 
Eye Camera and the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test." Master's 
thesis, Cardinal Stritch College, 1969. 
48. Blea, William. "A Photographic Study of the Eye Movements of 
Profoundly Deaf Children During the Process of Reading." Doc-
toral dissertation, University of Kansas, 1967. 
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49. Brooks, Robert D. "Instrumentation for the Measurement of Eye 
Movement Response to Multimedia." Doctoral dissertation, Uni-
versity of Wisconsin, 1968. 
50. Brown, Don A. "The Effect of Selected Purposes on the Occlo-
motor Behavior and Comprehension of Third and Seventh Grade 
Students of Fifth Grade Reading Ability." Doctoral dissertation, 
University of Oregon, 1964. 
51. Chan, May Lee Tang. "Determining Effective Eye-movements 
among Six- and Seven-year Old Children in Four Programs of 
Reading." Doctoral dissertation, University of Colorado, 1970. 
52. Conant, Lawrence F. "A Study of Eye Movement Behavior in 
the Reading Performance of Mature Readers on Reading Selec-
tions of Increasing Difficulty." Doctoral dissertation, University 
of Oregon, 1964. 
53. Denomme, M. Yvonne. "Relationship of an Ocularmotor Vari-
able to Reading Achievement and Feelings of Adequacy." Doc-
toral dissertation, Wayne State University, 1967. 
54. Efron, Marvin. "A Study of the Relationship of Certain Oculo-
motor Skills to Reading Readiness." Master's thesis, University' 
of South Carolina, 1965. 
55. Erdley, Russell R. "Patterns of Eye Movements in Word Learn-
ing." Doctoral dissertation, Florida State University, 1967. 
56. Greeley, Jeanette J. "The Litchfield Study of Reading Eye Move-
ments." Master's thesis, St. Cloud State College, 1959. 
57. Kopp, Harriet G. "Eye Movements in Reading as Related to 
Speech Dysfunction in Male Stutterers." Doctoral dissertation, 
Columbia University, 1962. 
58. Lehrman, Raymond H. "The Effects of Social Reinforcement of 
Pass or Fail on Comprehension and Eye-movement Behavior of 
Seventh-Grade Boys at Three Levels of Reading Ability During 
a Series of Equated Reading Tasks." Doctoral dissertation, Uni-
versity of Oregon, 1966. 
59. Lemaster, William D. "Eye Movement During Visual Image 
Recall." Doctoral dissertation, New Mexico State University, 
1971. 
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60. MacNaughton, Elizabeth A. "Anxiety, Eye Movements and Read-
ing Achievement Among First Grade Children." Doctoral dis-
sertation, University of Houston, 1971. 
61. Mann, Gloria T. "An Investigation of Eye Movements in the 
Reading of English and Hebrew with Children Receiving Simul-
taneous Instruction in Both Languages." Master's thesis, Central 
Connecticut State College, 1967. 
62. Moore, Blaine H. "The Effect of Reading at the Independent, 
Instructional, and Frustration Reading Levels Upon the Size of 
the Pupil of the Eye of Elementary School Students." Doctoral 
dissertation, University of Northern Colorado, 1969. 
63. Morgan, Betty L. "An Eye Motion Study of Hebrew Reading 
and Non-Hebrew Reading Middle-Grade Children." Master's 
thesis, Wichita State University, 1965. 
64. Palmer, Robert E. "An Analysis of the Eye Movements of Adults 
at Three Levels of Reading Ability When Decoding Isolated Un-
familiar Words." Doctoral dissertation, Florida State University, 
1968. 
65. Ryan, Harriet Jeanne L. "Eye-movement Patterns of More Ma-
ture Readers while Decoding New Words." Doctoral dissertation, 
Florida State University, 1968. 
66. Seifert, Joan G. "The Relationship Between Visual Motor Per-
ception and the Speed of Eye Movements by Selected Boys." 
Doctoral dissertation, Kent State University, 1967. 
67. Singer, Carol R. "Eye Movements, Reading Comprehension, and 
Vocabulary as Effected by Varying Visual and Auditory Mod-
alities in College Students." Doctoral dissertation, New Mexico 
State University, 1969. 
68. Storch, Herbert R. "Retinal Rivalry: Its Relation to Reading 
Disability, Eye Movements in Reading, Ocular Dominance, and 
Visual Acuity." Doctoral dissertation, Yeshiva University, 1957. 
69. Thomas, Charles R. "The Effects of Visual Tracking Training 
Upon Five Selected Aspects of the Silent Reading Performance 
of First Grade Pupils as Measured by Eye-movement Photo-
graphy." Doctoral dissertation, University of Maine, 1970. 
70. Thompson, Kenneth L. "The Relationship of Eye Movements, 
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Recall, and Method of Presentation in Paired-Association Learn-
ing Tasks." Doctoral dissertation, University of Oregon, 1971. 
71. Wedesweiler, Charles A., Jr. "Syntax of Nonsense Passages and 
Eye Fixations in Oral Reading." Doctoral dissertation, University 
of California, Los Angeles, 1965. 
72. Whitman, Harold L. "Analysis of the Effect of Visual and Audi-
tory Pacing Exercises on Reading Rate and Eye Movement." 
Doctoral dissertation, Auburn University, 1971. 
73. Wilson, James J., III. "The Relationship of Reading Achieve-
ment, Patterns of Eye Movements, and Emotional and Person-
ality Adjustment." Doctoral dissertation, Arizona State University, 
1965. 
74. Young, Leonora 1. "A Study of the Eye-Movements and Eye-
Hand Temporal Relationships of Successful and Unsuccessful 
Piano Sight-Readers While Piano Sight-Reading." Doctoral dis-
sertation, Indiana University, 1971. 
